
... With An Attitude of Faith
Hebrews 11

Sunday, March 7, 2010  •  Wawasee Community Bible Church, Milford, IN  •  Pastor Josh Weiland
SERIES: Lord, Change My Attitude... (Before It’s Too Late!) – Message #8 of 10

REWIND: “Replace A Doubting Attitude...  2.21.2010

•  Those who choose murmuring as their lifestyle will spend their lifetime in the wilderness.

• I ________________________ my attitude.

• Attitudes are patterns of thinking developed over long periods of time.

• Doubting is a lack of confidence or assurance that God will keep his promises.

The promised land attitude that must replace the wilderness 
attitude of doubting is ________________.

1. Faith is _______________________ in a God who is 
______________!

2. Faith is _______________________. (v. 1a)

3. Faith is _______________________. (v. 1b)

4. The Prescription: A Definition of Faith

Faith is...

a. ____________________ the Word of God...

b. and ____________________ upon it...

c. no matter how I ____________________...

d. because God promises a ___________________________!
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5. The Prominence of Faith: Faith is not _______________ 
of the Christian life, it’s the ______________________!

• Hebrews 11

• One example: the Gospel of Matthew

6. A Plan to Increase Your Faith:
a. CULTIVATe YOUr FAITH: ______________________________

b. CONFess YOUr FAITH: _______________________________

c. COrNer YOUr FAITH: ________________________________
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Many of the core teachings of this series are based upon the series, “Lord, Change My Attitude... (Before It’s To Late!)” preached by Pastor James 
MacDonald at Harvest Bible Chapel, Rolling Meadows, IL in the fall of 2000. Since then this material has been assimilated into a book by the same 
title. We have copies of the book available for purchase at the Connection Center and would encourage you to get a copy. It includes a study guide 
and will lend even greater insight to Pastor Josh’s teaching and your encouragement to biblical life-change as we study Numbers 11-16.
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Prayer Guide        Week of MARCH 7, 2010

• Bill Miller – Ron Miller’s Dad, is in Elkhart General for some complications from a fall.  He is also having a biopsy for a different condition.  
Be in prayer for the family as they make decisions for his health.

• Cindy Griffin – had a heart procedure this week to correct a problem.  Pray for a good recovery at home.
• George Couwenhoven – had surgery this week and is recuperating at home.
• Kerry Boggs– Kerry is recovering from a heart attack & quadruple bypass surgery. He is doing well. Continue to pray for healthy recovery.
• Marilyn Grindle – as she recovers from back surgery this week. 
• Sharon Scott – friend of Cyndi Routh, just had eye surgery, and continues a long, tough recovery. 
• Catherine Hershberger – That the Lord would continue to provide for her as she prepares for a summer missions trip to Africa.
• The Nations & People of Haiti & Chille – Recovering from devistating earthquakes. May Jesus’ peace, hope, and soon coming become well 

known! (Matt. 24:6-8) Pray for the safety, courage, and effectiveness of those leading relief efforts.
• Church Leadership – Pray for God’s direction and protection of the men (and their families) who serve in leadership. Pray for wisdom during this 

transition. Pray for courage to lead boldly. Pray for protection from temptation and the attacks of Satan.
• Pastoral Search Committee – Pray for continued unity and the Spirit’s clear direction.
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Up Close...
1. Can you describe the last time you actually and specifically trusted 

God about something?

2. How would you rate yourself in the three keys to growing your faith: 
1) focusing on the Word, 2) having a witness, and 3) walking daily in 
your faith?

3. What practical steps could you commit yourself to just now that 
would grow your faith and all the joy and blessing that comes with it?
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